
                                                                                                                                           
100 Future RnB Channelstrips for Logic Pro X 
 
Big Sound presents Future RnB Channel Strips for Logic X, a forward thinking collection of 
shimmering RnB sounds for using in your music. This one was created by Insight with the intention of 
bringing chart-quality sounds to you. By purchasing this pack, you receive a stunning collection of 
smoothest RnB sound tools with the addition of various modern electronic textures.  
 
Our goal was to create the highest possible quality of the instruments from Logic X and to show the 
real power of this daw  
 
All of the sounds perfect tweaked, down to the smallest details in ADSR timing, modulation inside the 
synths and insert chain parameters to make all these sounds extremely usable in your productions 
and hold up in a mix. 
 
This pack includes 60 MIDI files, allowing you to seamlessly create your own melodies and to learn the 
technique in layering for getting a great sounding mix. 
 
Advantages of MIDI - MIDI has the added benefit of allowing you to go to extremes of pitch and tempo 
beyond which the loops were originally recorded, with no time stretching or pitch shifting artefacts.  
 
This pack also includes 5 custom EXS24 drum kits allowing you to create new beats, fills and loops to 
complement the existing material. Simply load them up into EXS24 and create an infinite number of 
new grooves and phrases. 
 
All of the loops in this product are 100% Royalty-Free, so once purchased, you can use these loops in 
your commercial releases without having to pay any hidden costs. 
 
Future RnB Channel Strips for Logic X is the most usable channel strips pack on all the market to 
date, with the sounds that could be effectively applied to a vast array of genres.  
 
This is a great addition to our channel strips collection from our label and we sure you'll love it.  
 
Every sound featured in the audio demo is INCLUDED in this sample pack! 
 
*PLEASE NOTE: a channel strips & Logic project have been made in Logic Pro X v.10.4.4 and 
compatibility with older versions of Logic is not guaranteed ! 
 
 
Product details: 
- 100 channel strips for Logic Pro X 
- 21 Bass, 16 FX, 14 Key, 11 Lead, 19 Pad, 10 Pluck, 14 Sequence sounds 
- Logic Pro X project (from audio demo) 
- 8 Construction Kits with 60 MIDI in total 
- 5 Custom EXS24 drum kits 
- Bonus MIDI drum patterns 
- Royalty-free 
- Produced by Insight 
 
 
 



Support: 
If you are experiencing any problems using this Sample Pack please email support@logic-
templates.com and we will get you up 
and running as soon as we can. 
 
Alternatively please visit the FAQ page on our website - www.logic-templates.com/faqs 
For more Logic Pro X templates please visit - www.logic-templates.com 
 
SHOW US SOME LOVE ON FACEBOOK 
https://www.facebook.com/LogicProXTemplates 
 
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER 
https://twitter.com/LogicXTemplates 
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